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Abst ract

Coral reefs are under increasing pressure in a changing climate, one such threat being more frequent and destructive
outbreaks of coral diseases. Thermal stress from rising temperatures has been implicated as a causal factor in disease
outbreaks observed on the Great Barrier Reef, Australia, and elsewhere in the world. Here, we examine seasonal effects of
satellite-derived temperature on the abundance of coral diseases known as white syndromes on the Great Barrier Reef,
considering both warm stress during summer and deviations from mean temperatures during the preceding winter. We
found a high correlation (r2 = 0.953) between summer warm thermal anomalies (Hot Snap) and disease abundance during
outbreak events. Inclusion of thermal conditions during the preceding winter revealed that a significant reduction in disease
outbreaks occurred following especially cold winters (Cold Snap), potentially related to a reduction in pathogen loading.
Furthermore, mild winters (i.e., neither excessively cool nor warm) frequently preceded disease outbreaks. In contrast,
disease outbreaks did not typically occur following warm winters, potentially because of increased disease resistance of the
coral host. Understanding the balance between the effects of warm and cold winters on disease outbreak will be important
in a warming climate. Combining the influence of winter and summer thermal effects resulted in an algorithm that yields
both a Seasonal Outlook of disease risk at the conclusion of winter and near real-time monitoring of Outbreak Risk during
summer. This satellite-derived system can provide coral reef managers with an assessment of risk three-to-six months in
advance of the summer season that can then be refined using near-real-time summer observations. This system can
enhance the capacity of managers to prepare for and respond to possible disease outbreaks and focus research efforts to
increase understanding of environmental impacts on coral disease in this era of rapidly changing climate.
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Int roduct ion

Disease outbreaks have the potential to cause significant
damage to coral reefs, not only as a consequence of widespread

mortality of framework-building corals but also because of the

consequences for many other dependent reef organisms and the
resulting likelihood of phase shifts in community structure [e.g.,

1,2]. Evidence from a variety of studies suggests that trends of
increasing numbers and severity of damaging coral diseases over

the past three decades [3] are linked to temperature anomalies. In

particular, disease events have been observed to coincide with or

follow episodesof coral bleaching in both theCaribbean and Indo-

Pacific reef regions [4–7], suggesting links with elevated temper-

ature and/ or increased susceptibility of coral hosts. Moreover, a
seasonal signal in disease abundance has been detected for a
number of coral diseases on the Great Barrier Reef, with

temperature being one of the most likely driving factors [4,8,9].

A recent modelling study also highlights the likelihood that some

coral disease outbreaks are linked to extremes of water

temperature, possibly by compounding other factors such as high

coral cover [10]. An analysis of the effects of climate change on a

number of terrestrial and marine pathogens and their hosts
suggests that warming can increase pathogen development and

survival, while also increasing host susceptibility [11]. For

example, it has been shown that the surface mucus layer, which

inhibits pathogen growth on healthy corals, shows diminished
antibiotic properties during thermal stress, resulting in lowered

disease resistance [12]. This change in the surface microbial

community may occur quickly at thresholds that are not yet

understood and may persist long after thermal stress ends [13].
Understanding the linksbetween temperature anomaliesand coral

disease has become paramount given the mounting evidence that
temperatureanomaliesarecontributing to the increasing frequency

and severity of infectiousdisease outbreaksin coralsglobally and to

the irrevocable decline of coral reef ecosystems, particularly when

coupled with increasing coral bleaching episodes.

Satellite monitoring of sea surface temperature (SST) has been

used asthe basis for several metrics that evaluate the linksbetween

thermal stress and coral bleaching [14,15]. These metrics provide

successful nowcasting of coral bleaching events around the world
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(e.g., http:/ / coralreefwatch.noaa.gov, http:/ / www.cmar.csiro.au/

remotesensing/ reeftemp/ web/ ReefTemp_application.htm), dem-

onstrating the direct link that existsbetween thermal stressand the

breakdown of the coral-Symbiodinium symbiotic association known

as coral bleaching. The near real-time nature of satellite
monitoring provides reef managers with vital information that

can enable rapid management response. If similar links exist

between disease occurrence and temperature metrics, it should be

possible to predict disease outbreak risk based on environmental

conditions. Modelling studies can provide a mechanism for

exploring the nature of such links, thereby enhancing our

understanding of factors promoting disease risk.

Previous modelling [10] used SST in combination with long-

term recordsof disease abundance to identify both coral cover and

thermal stress as significant drivers of white syndrome abundance

on the Great Barrier Reef (GBR), Australia. Disease risk was

predicted using the WSSTA (weekly SST anomaly) metric, which

counted the number of weeksduring the previous one-year period

for which the temperature anomaly was at or above +1uC. The

anomaly for each week was calculated by subtracting the long-

term average temperature for that week from the measured
temperature. The study concluded that a significant proportion of

surveys with high disease counts occurred in locations that had

experienced five or more weeks of anomalously warm tempera-

tures within the prior year in areas of high (greater than 50%)

coral cover. Thermal stress wassuggested to be necessary, but not

sufficient, to predict outbreak events. However, the WSSTA

metric only counts the number of warm anomalies, considering

neither the magnitude of warm (positive) temperature anomalies

nor any effectsof negative anomalies, which may also influence the
health of the coral host [e.g. 16,17], its symbiotic algae, or the

virulence of pathogens.

A causal relationship has been identified between the coral

pathogen Vibrio coralliilyticus and coral white syndromes (WS) in

locations across the Pacific Ocean [18]. Warm anomalies have

been linked to increased populations and virulence of pathogens

[19] and the corollary, that cold anomalies may reduce survival,

density and virulence of pathogens, has also been proposed [11].

Reductions in WS counts from summer surveys to the following

winter surveysat Lizard Island in the northern Great Barrier Reef

[8] suggested a role for cold thermal anomalies in disease

dynamics. In particular, cold temperature anomalies, especially

during winter months, may reduce pathogen loadsand thereby the

risk of disease outbreaks in the following summer.

Here, we built on existing findings [10] to develop SST metrics

that incorporated influences of warm summer anomalies, cold

winter anomalies and overall winter conditions to elucidate links

between the abundance of coral white syndromes and tempera-

ture. We sought a method to predict the risk of disease outbreak

based on satellite-derived environmental parameters, the vision

being to produce an operationally-available tool for managers.

Given the complexity of influences that temperature can have on

coralsand their pathogens, we explored both positive and negative

thermal events, their magnitudes and their relevance during

different seasons to produce a decision-tree algorithm.

Methods

Field surveys of disease
There is a general paucity of long-term disease datasets of the

abundance of coral diseases. Due to its longevity and large spatial

domain, the Australian Institute of Marine Science’s (AIMS)

surveysof white syndromes (WS) on the Great Barrier Reef (GBR)

[20] provide one of the best datasets with which to explore the

linksbetween SST and disease occurrence. For thisstudy, we used

field observations of coral disease undertaken by AIMS’ Long

Term Monitoring Program (LTMP) and Representative Areas

Program (RAP) during 1998–2007, under a permit provided by

the GBR Marine Park Authority. In total, 47 LTMP and 56 RAP

locations were monitored annually or biennially along the length

of theGBR, including inner-, mid- and outer-shelf reefs(Fig. 1; see

[20] for details of survey timing). Monitoring protocols were

identical in these two programs; five belt transects (2 m6 50 m)

were monitored at three sites for each reef location (total of

1500 m2). Transects were permanently marked for repeat visits

and photographically sampled along their lengths for post-survey

confirmation of data records and a detailed post-analysis of the

benthic community, including assessment of benthic structure

(percent cover of hard and soft coral to genus, plus other benthic

categories such as algae, sponges and substratum type). In some

years, transect numberswere reduced at some sitesdue to weather

and/ or safety issues.

Data selected for this study were ‘‘Total White Syndrome

counts’’ (TWS), a summation of tissue loss observations char-

acterised by a front of recently exposed skeleton coupled with the

absence of predators or other visible causative agents, and

‘‘percent cover of Acropora spp.’’, a measure of host density. White

syndromes have been reported to be amongst the most prevalent

and destructive coral diseases on the GBR. While corals in the

TWS category were not identified, acroporid corals are typically

the most susceptible to WS [8] and comprise the greatest

percentage, by far, of corals in GBR reef assemblages [21,22].

In cases where the number of transects was reduced from the

standard protocol, disease counts were proportionally upscaled to

a standard area (counts per 1500 m2).

Figure 1. Map of the Great Barrier Reef showing reef locat ions
surveyed for white syndrome abundance. Surveys undertaken as
part of the AIMS LTMP and RAP programs. Red symbols indicate
locations that experienced a WS outbreak observed during AIMS
surveys. Survey sectors indicated for CL= Cooktown-Lizard, CA= Cairns,
WH= Whitsunday, SW= Swains and CB= Capricorn-Bunker.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0012210.g001
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Defining a disease outbreak
A diseaseoutbreak, or epizootic, hasbeen defined astheoccurrence

of disease at an unexpected time or place, or at a rate greater than

expected [23]. The 10-year WS dataset (1998–2007) spanned years
and locations where WS was absent; and years and locations where

WSabundance increased up to 20-fold beyond apparent background
levels [8]. In the absence of longer-term data from which to establish

more rigorous baselines, we defined a threshold for WS outbreaks
across all locations by statistically isolating unusually high disease

events. Our definition assumed that (a) outbreaks did not occur in all
yearswithin the record; and (b) outbreaksdid not occur at all survey

locationsin outbreak years. Theseassumptionswerereasonablegiven
the temporal and geographic extent (. 1700 km along the length of
the GBR) of the surveys.

To identify the outbreak threshold in the WS dataset, the

maximum observed disease abundance was selected for each year
and the overall mean and standard deviation of these maxima

calculated. Outliers (i.e., outbreaks) were defined as maximum
abundance values that were greater than the overall mean value

plusone standard deviation. Any such outliers were replaced with
the next highest abundance value for that year and the overall

mean and standard deviation recalculated. This process was

iterated until no outliers existed, with the outbreak threshold
defined asthesum of the final valuesof overall mean and standard
deviation of the maxima, with all excluded outliers thusdefined as

outbreaks.

Temperature-based parameters
A previous study [10] used the retrospective Pathfinder v5.0

SST dataset [24], at , 4 km spatial and weekly temporal

resolution. The data were temporally gap-filled using a simple

interpolation if cloud or other algorithmic testsdeemed the quality

of a SST value to be poor. Here we also utilised the Pathfinder

v5.0 dataset asthe source of temperature data but used only night-

time retrievals as these are generally more representative of

temperature variability at the depths of corals [25]. Additionally,

we employed a more sophisticated gap-filling technique than that

employed previously [10] for data deemed to be of poor quality

(quality value below four [24]). Data gaps were filled using

temporal interpolation only for gapsof 3 weeksor less. Beyond this

gap-length, it was considered inappropriate to undertake simple

interpolation because of the time-scale of ocean processes.

Consequently, any remaining gaps were filled by comparing

ambient temperatures in the surrounding pixels with the spatial

pattern of climatological temperatures (mean for 1985–2005) from

the same year-week and setting the gap-value to match the

identified pattern. The SST dataset spanned the period 1985–

2005 and allowed comparison with the AIMS disease observations

for the period 1998–2005.

Several new metrics of environmental conditions were devel-

oped to compare with in situ WS abundance data and to improve

upon the WSSTA metric [10]. A variety of additional tempera-

ture-based metrics were examined (including maximum and

minimum temperature; maximum and minimum anomaly; and

temperature events above or below various thresholds); the three

metrics that provided significant predictive capability are present-

ed here. These metrics incorporated both the magnitude and

duration of anomalous thermal events by integrating temperature

anomalies through time; thus their units are uC-weeks. For each

metric, we calculated anomalies from a temperature baseline and

summed anomalies through a period of accumulation (see example in

Fig. 2).

Figure 2. Temperature metrics for a sample temperature t ime-series. Shown for Slate Reef (149u559E, 19u409S). The Hot Snap metric
accumulates when temperature exceeds the summer-mean (solid red line) plus one summer-standard-deviation (dashed red line). The Winter
Condition metric accumulates anomalies with respect to the winter mean (solid-blue line) that are within the three winter months and/or below the
winter-mean plus one winter-standard-deviation (dashed blue line). The Cold Snap metric accumulates when temperature drops below the winter-
mean less one winter-standard-deviation (dashed blue line).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0012210.g002
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End-user engagement





Hawaii Coral Disease (HICORDIS)

311,320 colonies

651 sites

18 island & atolls

12 years

Caldwell et al. 2016a

Prevalence, host density, survey date and location





Growth anomaliesTissue loss

Photo sources: Eyes of the Reef 



Growth anomaliesTissue loss

Photo sources: Eyes of the Reef 

Disease Region - Dis + Dis % zeros

GA US Pacific 1415 324 77%

GBR 34919 1160 97%

WS US Pacific 1558 169 89%

GBR 35352 1203 97%



Synthetic Minority Over-sampling 
Technique (SMOTE)



Predictor variables tested in initial models
Disease Growth anomalies Growth anomalies White syndromes White syndromes

Region GBR U.S. Pacific GBR U.S. Pacific

Var 1 Month Month Month Month

Var 2 Coral cover Coral cover Coral cover Coral cover

Var 3 Fish abundance Herbivorous fish density Winter condition Winter condition

Var 4 90-day SST mean 90-day SST mean Hot snaps Hot snaps

Var 5 Coastal development Coastal development Long term Kd(490) median Long term Kd(490) median

Var 6 Long term Kd(490) median Long term Kd(490) median Long term Kd(490) variability Long term Kd(490) variability

Var 7 Long term Kd(490) variability Long term Kd(490) variability 3-week Kd(490) median 3-week Kd(490) median

Var 8 3-week Kd(490) median 3-week Kd(490) median 3-week Kd(490) variability 3-week Kd(490) variability

Var 9 3-week Kd(490) variability 3-week Kd(490) variability Fish abundance Herbivorous fish density

Var 10 Median colony size Parrotfish density

Var 11 Colony size variability Butterflyfish density

Var 12 Median colony size

Quantile Regression Forests

Modeled disease-region combinations separately

Model development on 75% of SMOTE dataset



Variable importance

%incMSE = Percent increase in Mean Squared Error 

Herbivorous fish density

Coastal development

Coral cover

SST 90-day mean

Month

Median colony size

Growth anomalies, U.S. Pacific



Model accuracy
75th quantile

5th quantile

95th quantile

KeyGrowth anomalies, U.S. Pacific



Multi-factor coral disease forecast 

Product scope
Regions • American Samoa

• Guam & CNMI

• Great Barrier Reef, Australia

• Hawaii

• Pacific Remote Island Area

Diseases • Growth anomalies

• White syndromes

Spatial scales • 5 km

• Management zones

Time scale • 6 months of weekly predictions: 

• Predictions for 3 months prior to current date

• Forecasts for 3 months following current date



Forecasting

“Static” Variables

• Coral Size and Cover

• Fish Density

Seasonal Variables

• Ocean Color Climatologies

Forecast Variables 
Weekly updates
1, 2, 3 mos forecast

• Temperature Anomalies 

calculated from CFS forecast 

of SST



Overview of new product



Multi-factor coral disease forecast 

Product scope
Regions • American Samoa

• Guam & CNMI

• Great Barrier Reef, Australia

• Hawaii

• Pacific Remote Island Area

Diseases • Growth anomalies

• White syndromes

Spatial scales • 5 km

• Management zones

Time scale • 6 months of weekly predictions: 

• Predictions for 3 months prior to current date

• Forecasts for 3 months following current date
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Activity

Activity sheet: https://tinyurl.com/2mmzf8zs
(Create a copy of the Google Doc if you want to fill this in.)

Link to Interactive App:  http://coraldisease.com/

https://tinyurl.com/2mmzf8zs
http://coraldisease.com/
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